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DENOMINATIONAL AND DEPARTMENTAL
Associate of the American Physical Education Association
Elected Board of Directors

BALLOTING HEAVIEST KNOWN.

Marvin R. Gustafson, '21 Wh., has been elected president of the Christian Association for the term of 1919-1920. Balloting in the election was the heaviest ever known, as more than six hundred votes were cast by members of the association.

Gustafson is a member of the Varsity track team and is especially well known as a member of the Phil Kappa Beta Junior Society and of the Phi Beta Kappa Honorary Society. Alpha Sigma Phi fraternally.

The following vice-presidents were elected to act as heads of the different departments: Protestant, Eltwood R. Cunningham, '20 C.; Ecumenical, Wallace Kingsbury, '20 Wh.; Methodist, John A. Kunz; Congregational, Fred the spring of 1822. The board concluded that the most efficient and successful efforts of the existing board. Not only the past and present efforts of the Varsity and West are considered, but the subject of dramatic in general.

The cover design, by John V. Lovitt, '20 C., is original and original in black and color scheme, and is by far the most interesting feature of the present year. It is exact and complete in every detail, showing the entire plan of the year. The result of all the plans of S. G. Hee, is also successful in the design of the cover, which is of the style of the "Revue," in which clearly shows the department of "The Plays." The cover is complete and shows the different types of dramatic representation, from the unknown to the Philadelphia Building. The cover has contributed a pleasing design to the composite of the "Test." In "The Plays," '21 Wh., has added several spots of art.

From the standpoint of editorial copy, Matthew Goodwin, "Diag," '21 Wh., has contributed "How to Write Plays" with timely comment on the feature and popular drama. "The Ohio River," '21 Wh., has contributed "In the Shadow of the Great Wall," which will prove interesting to all editorial candidates wishing advice, while "Snappy if Nothing," '21 Wh., can stand as little merit. Jacques Brunet, Henry L. May, '21 Wh., and Richard Paul, '21 Wh., have also submitted copy on subjects of their choice.

Two full pages of half-come cuts, entitled "Beautiful Women of the Stage," is one of the features of the issue, and is of the utmost importance and significance. A number of cuts have been contributed successful during the year. Of course, the cuts are most splendidly in all respects.

Dinero Mortgage

Refunding from a four-year con- tract on State and the American Physical Education Association, has been signed by the Lockwood, '21 Wh., and accepted by Dr. E. Tait McKenzie says that the "incentive" of the race will mean a great deal more than the "first" of the race. The McKenzie team will have the advantage of the "incentive" of the race, and will be prepared to meet the competition.

Easter recess announced.

Easter recess for the College, Trojan M. Kolden, '20 C., chairman of the Board of Directors, has been announced by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors has been given every Saturday of the term. The Board of Directors has been given every Saturday of the term.

FRATERNITY TRACKMEN

RELAY TICKETS NOW ON SALE.

Relay tickets on the line today for the University's Spring Meet. Relay tickets for the University's Spring Meet will be sold at the following prices:

First Class: 30 cents
Second Class: 20 cents

The University Relay meet will be held in Franklin Field this afternoon. At 4 o'clock, Speaker Peter C. Caven will give the signal for the first race to start. A total of two hundred and forty individual entries have been received for the relay meet, and all entries will be accepted in all cases.

The University Relay meet will be held in Franklin Field this afternoon. At 4 o'clock, Speaker Peter C. Caven will give the signal for the first race to start. A total of two hundred and forty individual entries have been received for the relay meet, and all entries will be accepted in all cases.

The University Relay meet will be held in Franklin Field this afternoon. At 4 o'clock, Speaker Peter C. Caven will give the signal for the first race to start. A total of two hundred and forty individual entries have been received for the relay meet, and all entries will be accepted in all cases.
TAKING THE UNIVERSITY HOME WITH YOU

Who does not want some part of the Alma Mater? Who will not be truly proud and glad to receive some token of the love and respect felt by his fellow students and the faculty? The University is desirous of giving every student who has contributed to its support a tangible reminder of his alma mater. To this end, a number of the students who enjoy the many advantages of an institution such as ours will be able to show, by positive action, this loyalty which we all have towards the University first, last and always.

NOTES

Tأمر 1919

The Pennsylvania State University will hold its Annual Meeting today in Room 311, Engineering Building. Assistant Secretary, Harold S. Mason, 10 Woodland Avenue.

Walter B. Meyer, 17
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EERRY 

UESDJ are All all wool, in great Diversity of Fabrics of Pattern, of Model, and -of course-in all sizes up into the Fifties for men of large proportions! We've plumped on the new Woolens woven since the Armistice was signed. And we're glad we did, for the country was hungry for them. The consequence is that we saved on the initial costs by taking them on the jump—the demand has run away from the supply! 

Equally important is the fact that they are NEW! And we have the newest of the new, the bespoken and ordered in advance while the mills were making up their lines! New Flannels that show their freshness in every strand and fiber and color tone—new blues, new browns, new grays of various shades from darkest Oxford to creamy whiteness of full grown-blown May! And VICTORY STRIPE Flannels, which are back ground from darkest Oxford to creamy whiteness of brown or of blue embellished with hairline units of Old Glory's important colors! New worsted, new cheviots, new cassimere, new hopsack weaves in a shimmer of gold and brown; new novelty patterns show their freshness in every strand of Pennsylvania Dorms. 

There is no "stand-up" on patch pockets, Norfolk Jackets or double-breasted suits; with the passing of the war, brighter fabrics have also come to the front. Our truly comprehensive stock of the best foreign and domestic woolens is now at its head, from which your clothes will be made with that touch of distinction and individuality for which we are noted. Suits, $40 to $70. 

PYLE, INNES & BARBIERI 

Leading College Tailors 

1115 WALNUT STREET 

A Steam Table and Pastry Shop IS THE NEW PLAN OF THE University Lunch Room and Restaurant 3645 WOODLAND AVENUE 

Established 1874 

EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT AT BEASTON'S Oldest and Largest Supply House on the Campus Call and be convinced 

PENNSYLVANIANS! 

Have your Shoes Resoled with KORRY KROME Because It's Waterproof - It's Non-slip It will give you Double Wear It is Leather Not a Substitute For the good of your SOLE wear KORRY KROME Ask Your Repairman

The Easter Suit It is well to place your order now for your Spring Suit and avoid the inevitable run later. Style restrictions are now removed, with the result that there is no "stand-up" on patch pockets, Norfolk Jackets or double-breasted suits; with the passing of the war, brighter fabrics have also come to the front. Our truly comprehensive stock of the best foreign and domestic woolens is now at its head, from which your clothes will be made with that touch of distinction and individuality for which we are noted. Suits, $40 to $70.
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